19 September 2018
Sydney

If serving the public good is at the heart of your organisation, Better Worlds 2018 is for you!
Presented by AgileAus, Better Worlds 2018 explores how complex organisations can effect
tangible and sustainable change. This one-day event is a chance to learn and meet with leaders
from purpose-led businesses who are grappling with the challenge of maintaining relevance and
building adaptive organisations in a volatile climate.

Stephan Dyckerhoff, President and CEO of Buurtzorg Asia and China
will share how this Dutch non-profit Teal organisation is turning
healthcare delivery on its head; embracing a decentralised leadership
structure and empowering autonomous teams of nurses to provide
in-home care to patients.

BETTER WORLDS 2018
– PRESENTED BY AGILEAUS
Wednesday 19 September 2018
9:00am – 5:00pm
Australian National Maritime
Museum, Sydney
Standard rate: $550
Rate for those working in NFP
and for purpose orgs: $275
Groups of 5 or more receive 10% off

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gain the tools to create a measurable shift in your team’s
mindset.
Become better equipped to respond to change and
uncertainty.
Discover how to embrace experimentation and solve problems
collaboratively without depleting your workplace’s resources.
Build the value of your organisation while maintaining, at your
core, a mission of positive social change.
Hear from peers about better ways of working to lead service
delivery.
Accelerate your Agile transformation; no matter what stage
you are at!

SPOTLIGHTING STORIES AT BETTER WORLDS 2018:
JOHN-ROSS BARRESI from
Guide Dogs Victoria and
CHEN ZU from ThoughtWorks
on how they used IoT
innovation to create a smart
cane for the visually impaired.

JULIET FALLACE from
the Australian Bureau
of Statistics
on how an Agile mindset
was used to conduct the
postal marriage survey.

ADAM BOAS, CTO, MyXplor
on People
–
Process

SHERRI FIELDS Principal
Manager, Research,
Transport for NSW
on embedding a research
model into the NSW
Transport agency

ELLEN BROAD, Author
of Made by Humans
– The AI Condition
on ethics in data.

CLARISSA MEFFAN,
Product owner, CHOICE
on incorporating Human
Centred Design.

ALISON CAMERON from
Adaptive Cultures
on enabling cultural evolution.

ABIGAIL THOMAS,
General Manager,
SBS On Demand
on accelerating Agile
at SBS.

